Beautifully Placed Confidence™

As a family-owned business, Eagle Bay operates on a unique set of values. Trust means everything to us, and we earn it by offering the finest products and services. We understand that we’re not just making hardscape products, we’re creating peace of mind.
Strong, large, and designed to hold weight, this three-piece modular paver is a powerful choice. Coupled with its durability, the distressed face and edges give it a look of craftsmanship and age-old beauty. Only available in Chesapeake.

**Aspen Stone® Fire Pit Kit**
42” (outer diameter) x 28” (inner diameter) x 20” (tall)

**EPICSTONE COBBLED**
Also available in Chesapeake color:

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:**

**Q:** IS EPICSTONE SUITABLE FOR DRIVEWAY APPLICATIONS?
**A:** Yes, EpicStone is a great choice for driveway applications. It is manufactured at 80mm thickness, making it one of the best paver choices for vehicular applications.

**Q:** WHAT MAKES EPICSTONE THE BEST POSSIBLE CHOICE FOR MY DRIVEWAY PROJECT?
**A:** EpicStone is manufactured to high standards that comply with and surpass applicable standards set by the ASTM, creating a strong, durable pavement that actually forms a stronger driveway than does poured concrete. Unlike concrete and asphalt, Eagle Bay products carry a transferable lifetime warranty with proof of purchase.

**Q:** WHAT ABOUT SNOW REMOVAL WITH AN EPICSTONE DRIVEWAY?
**A:** Pavers with dimpled or textured surfaces have high and low points, which lend a more natural aesthetic appeal. Therefore, it is important for snow removal equipment to have the proper spacing, bumpers, and rubber blade guards to protect the surface of the driveway.

**QUESTIONS? EAGLE BAY CUSTOMER SERVICE IS STANDING BY.**

800-321-9141
DELIVERY@EAGLEBAYUSA.COM